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THE HEART MENDERS

HURT, BUT HEALING

Meet our specialists

JUDI JAMES _ behaviour and relationship expert "Reboot your ego
and practise reverse paranoia. So tell yourself people aren't staring at
your red, puffy eyes,they're admiring your perfectlY shaped brows."
DENISE KNOWLES - Relate counsellor "Be confident in change."
ANDREW G MARSHALL - marital therapist and self-help expert
"You need to start thinking about you, not him."
SUSAN QUILUAM _ relationship psychologist "Remember, the
heartache will pass. Your heart will be richer for it and your next
relationship will be better."

MAUDLIN GLORY·
(aka the depths of despair)
:

This is your Bridget
Jones moment and you
should embrace it. "You
have carte blanche to
weep and wail during
this phase;' says Susan.
"It's not the time to try to
pull yourself together:'
As Jennifer Aniston said
after her divorce from
Brad, "When you try to
avoid pain, it creates
greater pain:' Andrew
agrees: "If you don't let
the feelings out, you'll
end up doing something
bad, either to him (eg,
posting abuse on
Facebook) or to
yourself (like
sleeping with
someone else
immediately) ,
which will
make you
feel worse:'
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: HOW YOU'LL FEEL :
Shocked Even if it was a long
time coming, the reality of no
longer being part of a couple
will be a blow to the system.
Disbelieving It won't feel real.
Prepare to forget it for a
moment before suddenly
remembering it with a jolt,
like a punch in the stomach.
Desperate You'll wonder if you
can fix it, and whether you
ought to try.
Alone Even if you have a solid
group of friends, you'll feel like
you've lost your identity, as
you're no longer one of two.

.............................................

DESPAIR
DOS AND
DON'TS
DO rely on your friends and
family for support.
DO put all his belongings in
a box or bag out of sight.
DO indulge in sad songs, films etc.
DON'T bin or burn reminders of
him: you might regret it one day.
DON'T go out and get plastered.
You'll only end up sobbing to
strangers or indulging in the
dreaded drunk dialling.
DON'T contact him! You'll go
round in circles and get hurt.
Delete his number and when
you feel an urge to call him,
phone a friend instead.
DON'T get seduced by sadness.
People's sympathy for 20minute sob fests only lasts so
long (about a week, say our
experts). After that you need
to try to move on to Phase 2.
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After a week's wallowing,
it's time to address your
emotions rather than
indulging them. "Start
thinking about your role
in the relationship rather
than his;' Andrew advises.
"Were you passive or
aggressive? A doormat or
too bossy? Get to know
yourself again:' Denise
agrees: "Understanding
your part in the break-up
will make you more
aware of yourself and
what you want:' And
every time you think,
'I'll never meet another
guy like him; counteract
it with, 'Well, do I want
to? It obviously wasn't
as perfect as I thought:
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DEMON CONTROL
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i 1Write him a letter explaining

Beat those negative thouqhts

i

1 Sign it - then burn it. "It'll feel
~ hugely cathartic," Judi explains.
j
Create a playlist full of
upbeat, positive songs.
1
Start watching an exciting
!
box set, something like 24
or The Wire. Not too emotional
but totally engrossing.
i
List all your negative
thoughts, such as, 'I can't
i be bothered to start again
; with someone new.' Then,
suggests Andrew, "Amend
! them to be less extreme: 'At
j the moment I feel as if I can't
i be bothered to start again
1 with someone new.' It's a
i small change, but a massively
1 different sentiment."
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There's no magic formula to work out how long it'll take
to feel totally better. But, says Denise, the recovery period
for a relationship that lasted well over 12 months should
be at least a year. "Gulp" ''You have to go through the first
anniversary of everything - Christmas, birthdays - on your
own. Learning to trust again and be vulnerable takes time:'
:
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HOW LONG DID IT TAKE YOU?
Katie Horswell,

31, a television
commissioning
editor from
Ealing, says:
"When my boyfriend of
seven years broke up with
me suddenly three years
ago, I was distraught. I'd
thought we'd marry and
have kids. Only now do I
feel ready to date again."

Ruth Bostock,
28, a finance

Jenny
Roedling,28,

.

my boyfriend, who I'd been
going out with for almost
three years, broke up with
me. I felt like I'd lost my
best friend, and it was more
than two years before I was
ready to get into another
serious relationship."

a teacher from
Southampton,
says:
"When I was 24 I was
completely devastated when

manager from
Essex,says:
"I discovered a
boyfriend had been cheating
on me. We split up and I
started dating again soon
afterwards, but it took a
good two years for me to
truly trust a man again." )
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UNFRIEND
HIM NOW!

YOU, BUT
NEW

DATING MOJO

It's time to wrestle
your confidence back.
It was during this phase
after her split from
Luke Worrall that Kelly
Osbourne lost 3st and
totally transformed her
appearance. But you
needn't go that far - try
these easy changes to
bolster your self-esteem:

Hooray! All our experts
support rebound flings
- within reason. Judi
says, "As long as you're
not looking for The One,
I'd recommend it just to
build your confidence"
"Break-ups can affect your
sexual confidence; says
Andrew, "so having a
fling can remind you
you're a sexual
creature:' But
remember, you
don't have to
sleep with
someone
- nothing
boosts the
ego like a good
flirt. And if you're
ne~ousaboutdating
again, why not try speed
dating with a mate?

MINGLE
Say yes to
all social
events. Just
being out
is healthy.
ARRANGE
TIME WITH
YOUR MATES
You're used to
having someone
immediately available to
see you, whereas your
friends have their own
lives and plans, so to
avoid feeling neglected
and lonely, book time
with them in advance.
BEWARE THE
HAIRDRESSER
A dramatic new look is
tempting, but a dodgy
haircut will only make
things worse. Go for a
simple trim instead.
GO STYLE WILD Buy an
item of clothing that's
not 'you' and wear it!
AXE THE EX Do things
he never wanted to do:
visit galleries, watch backto-back chick flicks...
The remote is all yours.
BIN THE BEDDING
Treat yourself to some
new bed linen or you'll
always picture that duvet
cover with a hairy foot
sticking out from under
it. Reclaim your boudoir!

............................................................

FORGOTTEN
HOW TO FLIRT?

!

1

Play peek-a-boo. No, really.
"Hide behind a menu, then
peer up and catch his eye,"
Andrew suggests. "It's cheeky
and provocative, and promotes
eye contact." But be subtle
- don't do a Miranda.
Wear something cool but
casual. Avoid the plunging
red minidress. If you're not
comfortable, he'll sense it.
Be in pole position. Judi
reckons it's all about how
you enter a room. "Before you
enter, pull yourself up to full
height, roll your shoulders
down and back, and relax your
facial muscles," she says.
Practise smiling. Even a
~
fake smile lifts your eyes.
If eye contact intimidates
:
you, focus on the bridge
~ of his nose. Clever, eh?
Relax! You're dating, not
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With Facebook and
Twitter, his entire life is
played out before you in
glorious Technicolor.
Stop torturing yourself
and unfriend and
unfollow him NOW.
Seeing pictures of him
will act as a misery
trigger, not to mention
the hours you'll waste
trying to work out
who those new female
'friends' are. And no,
before you ask, there
are no exceptions.
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STAY STRONG
Congratulations! You've come a long way
since you were holed up sobbing in that
toilet cubicle. And to keep you going, cut
out and keep these quotes for inspiration.

1

When asked what she was looking
forward to most about single life after
her split with Tom Cruise, Nicole Kidman
said, "Wearing high heels again." Brilliant.
After her divorce from Brad, Jennifer
Aniston said, "Every piece of
furniture [we had] was either a museum
piece or just uncomfortable ... At least
now I can have a comfortable couch."
"I was so offended when my ex
thought I'd never recover from us
breaking up, I got dressed up, went out
and went clubbing," said Adele.
"I don't feel bad about any of the
things that I've gone through,
whether it's divorce or break-ups
or anything like that," said Reese
Witherspoon. "I truly believe you never
lose in a relationship - you've always
gained something." •
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